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As the Shift Leader, one of your main
responsibilities is to control costs. Managing
daily inventory to standards, including
receiving and storing, will help you:

• Control costs due to less waste.

• Control the inventory so that your team has all they need to
make all the menu items. 

• Ensure that items are stored properly and are easy 
to find. 

• Provide an organised environment that is set up for success
and helps Team Members be more productive.

Complete these tasks, and you may spend:

• Less time handling customer complaints.

• Less time tracking down items.

• More time coaching Team Members to meet customer
expectations.

You cast a leadership shadow of Accountability, one of our
How We Work Together Principles, by careful management of
inventory.

Module Trainer___________________________________________
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Agenda
■■ Discuss:

– Module purpose.
– Activities.
– Trainee and Module Trainer expectations.
– How communication will occur.

■■ Agree on Training Schedule.
■■ Obtain materials.

Notes

Module purpose:
To identify the responsibilities of the Shift Leader to manage inventory to standards
and control costs.

Module preparation:
• Review module objectives and activities.
• Get copies of tools and resources listed on the Contents page.
• Find answers to questions specific to your restaurant policies and guidelines.
• Identify Champs Standard Library pages that trainee needs to read.
• Develop Training Schedule for completing this module. (Some activities can be

grouped together.)

During this meeting with the trainee, you will:
• Review learning objectives listed on the Contents page and discuss all terms.
• Relate a personal experience related to the importance of following standards.
• Set expectations for trainee’s training.
• Go over each activity. Point out activities that need special scheduling or support

from others.
• Explain how to get materials needed to complete activities.
• Tell the trainee to answer every question with a complete answer.
• Provide the module Training Schedule. Explain reasons for the Training

Schedule. Emphasise that the trainee sets the pace. Adjust the Training Schedule
if needed.

• Explain that some activities are self-directed by the trainee. Others are completed
with the Module Trainer coaching or observing.

• Tell the trainee that you will review the answers to each activity.
• Tell the trainee how to contact you.
• Ask for commitment from the trainee to complete the modules, and end with a

statement of support.
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Learn to . . .
By doing 
activity . . .

Starting 
on page . . . And using . . .

• Order Form
• List of Suppliers and Information
• Inventory Transfer Form

Place an Order 7-1

7-2

7-3

10 30 min.

12 30 min.

15 30 min.

• Clipboard and Food-Safe
Marking Pen

• Thermometer
• Expert manual
• Delivery Invoices

Receive and
Store an
Order

7-7

7-8

7-9

26 30 min.

28 45 min.

31 1 hr.

Conduct a Daily
Critical Inventory
Count

7-10

7-11

37 30 min.

39 30 min.

• Health and Food Safety
Requirements

• Recognition Stickers

Monitor Storing
Procedures

7-4

7-5

7-6

17 30 min.

19 45 min.

21 1 hr.

• Clipboard and Food-Safe
Marking Pen 

• Thermometer 
• Ideal Usage Information
• Inventory Count Sheet
• Calculator
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Learn to . . .
By doing 
activity . . .

Starting 
on page . . . And using . . .

• Waste Tracking Tool
• Calculator

Control Waste 7-12

7-13

7-14

43 1 hr.

44 30 min.

46 30 min.

Quiz 48 15 min.

Short Answer 50 15 min.

Skills 52 4 hr.
Assessment

13 hr. 30 min. Trainee

8 hr. 30 min. Module Trainer

Show your
knowledge . . .

By doing 
the . . .

Total Time For . . .
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Review the module terms and definitions that
follow. 

If the term used in your restaurant is different, write
it in the box provided.

Cost of Sales (COS) The sum of all actual food costs, including ingredients,
paper goods, and beverages

Daily critical inventory Process of counting high-cost items, often-used items,
count and items with high waste that may affect product costs if 

not managed properly

Daily Inventory Report Summary of restaurant inventory for 1 day

Food-safe marking pen Tool used to label. For example, grease marker or date
gun, often referred to as a ‘dough pen’.

Hold time The maximum time a food product will retain its quality
and be safe to use after it has been prepped or prepared.
An item may have one hold time when it is a prepped
ingredient and another hold time as part of a finished
product.

Ideal usage Amount of product that should have been used, based on
the sales of the product and the recipe amount of the
product, not including waste

Inventory Physical count of the amount of each item in the
restaurant
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Inventory transfer (Also called borrowing or loaning) Transferring inventory
to or from another restaurant when one of the restaurants
is running low on inventory items

Shelf life Maximum time a food item will retain its freshness and be
safe to use, if stored under correct conditions. Food items
usually have a different shelf life depending on whether
they are unopened or opened and whether they are dry,
frozen, refrigerated, or fresh product items.

Unit of measure The standard way in which you count inventory (may be
by weight, each item, or case)

Use-by date (Also called expiry date) Date by which a product must be
used, to ensure product quality and safety

Variance The difference between ideal and actual equals variance

Waste Product or ingredient that has expired or been
overcooked or contaminated, which is thrown away
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Place an Order

Placing an accurate order is the first step to managing food
costs well.

The Restaurant General Manager (RGM) or Deputy
Manager usually decides on the amount of each item to
order. It is essential to order enough to maintain quality and
availability. 

However, situations can result in the immediate need for
items. If you run low on an item and cannot wait for a regular
delivery, you can:

• Request a stock transfer from another restaurant.

As the Shift Leader, you will be asked to place the order
your RGM gives you.

When you place an order, communicate all required
information to the supplier. Also, get the necessary
confirmation and delivery information. 

There are different ways to place an order:

• Enter the order on a computer and send it electronically.

• Call and place the order with a person.
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Inventory Transfers

Transfers should be done in emergencies only.

There are 2 types of transfers: transfers in and transfers out.

To complete both types:

1. Count how much of the item you have on hand.

2. Ask your RGM what you will need until the next order
arrives.

3. Get or give the item. 

4. Document the transaction.
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Inventory transfers between restaurants are expensive.
Expenses include:

• Cost of moving the inventory
from restaurant to restaurant.

• Indirect costs of Shift Leader
spending time 
transferring instead of coaching Team Members and
focusing on customer service.

• Extra time for record keeping.

• When transferring stock to another hut consider external
factors such as temperature, cleanliness and hygiene to
ensure no cross contamination or damage to the product.

Emergency Orders

If you are unable to get a transfer from another restaurant,
you can call the vendor and place an emergency order. You
will need to arrange for a delivery or to pick up the order
yourself. Keep in mind that there may be an extra charge for
special deliveries.

Contingency Orders

If you have missed the deadline for placing a food order
3663 will send you a contingency order. This order will be
either an average of what you have ordered on that day over
the last four weeks or the same order placed on the same
day from the previous week.
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Activity

7-1
Understand the Impact of a Positive
Restaurant Culture

Answer the following questions.

1. What should you do if the order time is missed
and the order is not placed?

2. What should you do if the order is not placed in
the correct time?

Review Champs Standard Library about:
Inventory Management
• Ordering

Page(s) ______________________________

• Daily/Weekly/Periodic Control
– Inventory Transfers

Page(s) ______________________________

• Contact vendor and place food order
• Contact RGM/Area Manager/

Franchisee for direction
• Contact nearby restaurant that has

not yet placed their order and add
order to theirs

• Arrange for stock to be transferred
from another restaurant

• Ask vendor to call back later;
complete the order

• Contact RGM/Area Manager/
Franchisee for direction
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3. What information should you enter in when you
are completing a transfer in or transfer out?

4. What would you do if you have run out of an
ingredient and you can not get it from another
restaurant?

• Date of transfer
• Item description
• Quantity of units transferred
• Unit cost
• Total cost
• Identification number of

sending/receiving restaurant
• Total monetary amount transferred
• Approved signatures 

Refer to the Champs Standard Library,
Inventory for list of products you can
purchase from ‘approved suppliers’.
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Activity

7-2 Examine the Ordering Process

Review the answers to Activity 7-1.

Review a completed order form with your Module
Trainer. Then discuss restaurant suppliers.

Complete the following chart.

Restaurant
Supplier

Items/Categories
from Supplier

Prepare 
Order By

Day/Time Order
Must Be Placed

Delivery
Day/Time

Order Method
(Phone, Fax,
Computer)*

* Include phone numbers, contacts, etc., as required.
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Question Notes

How do you know what to order?

How would you communicate to your
RGM that you are low on an item and at
risk of running out of stock?

Where is the completed order form kept
after the RGM prepares it?

RGM should inform you.

Use the Standards of Operation manual (if
RGM not present). Inform RGM if you may
run out of an item during the shift.

Store specific.

Complete the chart.
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Question Inventory Transfer Emergency Order

When should you use this
method of getting items in
an emergency?

How do you document the
transaction?

Who can authorise the
transaction?

What signatures or
approvals are needed?

What restaurants or
vendors can you use?

When you need only a few
items and only in an
emergency situation; keep
use to a minimum

Very infrequently; only when
an unplanned event happens
and you may need several
items

Complete the chart.

Answers appropriate to your restaurant.
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Activity

7-3 Practice Ordering and Transfers

Review the answers to Activity 7-2.

Place an order you receive from your Module
Trainer.

Verify:

• Each item.

• Day and time order was placed.

• Delivery date and time.

Complete an inventory transfer with your Module
Trainer.

You may role-play an inventory transfer if you do
not have a chance to complete one.

Discuss the following:

Topic Notes

Impact on financial reports when you do
not record transfers or emergency orders

Any difficulty with placing an order or
completing a transfer

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Monitor Storing
Procedures

Proper storage of stock ensures food safety and quality. 
It also helps the restaurant reduce waste and control 
food costs.

Your Role in Coaching Team Members

It is important to coach Team 
Members to meet storage 
standards. Monitor storage 
standards every day.

You can help by:

• Making sure shelves are labelled correctly. This makes it
easier to:

– See when an item
is running low.

– Know where to 
put the item 
when it arrives.

• Making sure new 
items are stored 
properly.

• Reminding Team Members to put items back where they
belong.

• Making suggestions to the RGM about how to improve
storage.
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Activity

7-4 Review Standards for Storing

Answer the following questions.

Frozen food
items?

Refrigerated
food items?

Dry goods?

1. What are the acceptable temperature ranges 
for storing:

2. What are some key storage standards that help
ensure the health and safety of Team Members?

Review Champs Standard Library about:
Inventory Management
• Storing

Page(s) ______________________________

• Problem Solving
– Storing

Page(s) ______________________________

-18ºc ±5

2-5ºc

15-30ºc

• Stack cans no more than 2 high to
avoid injury, or store in can rack
with labels facing forward 

• Store heavier items on lower shelves
and lighter items on higher shelves

• Store all items at least 15 cm (6 in.)
off the floor and no higher than 1.5
metres on approved shelving. This
limits health risks, and it is easier to
clean under shelves.
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3. What dates should be marked on items?

4. What standards should be met
when storing chemicals?

• Date received
• Date ready to use (such as thaw

date)
• Discard date (according to shelf life

guidelines)
• Time
• Initials

Never store chemicals:
• Above or near food, smallwares, or

serviceware
• Over sinks or food-contact areas or

near service items (such as
packaging, boxes, cups)

• Above shoulder level
Always:
• Label all cleaning containers as to

correct contents
• Store insecticide away from food
• Store aerosol cans more than 1.5 m

(5 ft.)  from heat sources so they
will not explode
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Activity

7-5 Examine Storing Procedures

Complete the following chart.

Question Notes

What should you do if you do not have
enough room for frozen or refrigerated
items?

How should you handle stored items that
are spoiled or past their shelf life?

What should you do if the refrigerated
storage and freezer do not work?

Who is responsible for tracking use-by
dates?

• Organise storage to use all available 
space efficiently

• Contact a nearby restaurant to arrange to
use any available space 

• Clearly mark "DO NOT USE," seal in
plastic liner, write note in Manager’s Log,
and discard

• Verify temperature and calibration of
storage area. If necessary, contact
maintenance and arrange to transfer
good items to a nearby restaurant

• Make sure Team Members are rotating
stock and using older items first 

• Contact RGM or Area Manager/
Franchisee

• Contact nearby restaurant for delivery
and storage until equipment is fixed

• Arrange for delivery of only
nonperishables until equipment is fixed

• Shift Manager and Team members on 
shift
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Review the answers to Activities 7-4 and 7-5. Then
review the questions in the chart below. Make sure
you know the answers so you can coach or
recognise the Team Member.

Meet with a Team Member. Ask the following
questions. Provide coaching or recognition, as
needed.

Ask Get
Coaching/Recognition of
Team Member

Where are heavy items
stored?

What is the most important
reason to keep ingredients
covered?

Why is it important not to
store items on the floor?

What are the proper
storage temperatures for: 

• Frozen items?

• Refrigerated items?

• Dry goods?

On lower shelves
15cm off the floor

To prevent cross
contamination
Keep food safe

They may become
contaminated. Items should
be stored at least 15 cm (6
in.) off the floor on shelving.

• -18ºc ±5

• 2-5ºc

• 15-30ºc
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Activity

7-6 Monitor Storing Procedures

Monitor storing procedures as your Module Trainer
observes.

Coach Team Members as needed on storage
procedures.

Recognise work well done.

Complete the following chart.

What to Look For � if to Standard 
Action Taken/Coaching or 
Recognition Provided

Refrigeration
Dry
Storage Freezer

All food is covered

Stock is rotated so oldest is
used first

Use-by dates are recorded
on all food items

Items are labelled properly

Labels and dates of items
face forward

Food past its shelf life or
spoiled is sealed, labelled,
and dated to prevent use,
and then discarded
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What to Look For � if to Standard 
Action Taken/Coaching or 
Recognition Provided

Refrigeration
Dry
Storage Freezer

Food item packages are in
good shape

• Lids fit properly and 
are not cracked

• No dented, 
punctured, leaking, or
swollen cans

All inventory is stored at
least 15 cm (6 in.) off
the floor

Inventory is stacked safely
to prevent injury

• Cans are no more 
than 2 high

• Heavy items are on 
lower shelves

Chemicals are labelled
properly

Chemicals are stored away
from food items and
containers

Storage area floors, walls,
and shelves are clean;
shelves are organised
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What to Look For � if to Standard 
Action Taken/Coaching or 
Recognition Provided

Refrigeration
Dry
Storage Freezer

Equipment is calibrated 
and is at the standard
temperature

Actual  Standard
Temp      Temp

Freezer _____  -18+/-5ºc
Refrigeration _____    2-5ºc

Leftover items are put back
in the correct location and
stored near where they are
used

Raw ingredients are 
stored away from 
cooked products

All food items in the
restaurant are from
approved sources
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Topic Notes

What went well and what did not when
you interviewed a Team Member

How you should follow up on the
coaching you provided on the items not to
standard

Actions you took when monitoring storing
procedures

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

Discuss the following:
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Receive and Store 
an Order

Delivering C.H.A.M.P.S. means making sure customers get
the highest quality products. Our products are only as good
as the ingredients we use.

The first step in ensuring that we use only high quality
ingredients is to check all ingredients when they are
delivered. 

As the Shift Leader, it is your responsibility to make sure the
order is correct and to check each item for:

• Temperature

• Date

• Quantity

• Quality

The next step for the Shift Leader is to ensure that Team
Members follow standards for rotating stock and storing all
ingredients.
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Activity

7-7 Review Standards for Receiving

Answer the following questions.

1. What should you do if the order is not received
on time?

2. What should you do if a delivery
arrives during a peak period?

Review Champs Standard Library about:
Inventory Management
• Receiving

Page(s) ______________________________

• Problem Solving
–  Receiving

Page(s) ______________________________

• Wait a reasonable period of time;
driver may be in traffic or may have
had difficulty with unloading at
previous restaurants

• Contact distribution centre
• Contact restaurant on the same

delivery route to find out if their
delivery arrived

If team is not free to verify order, ask
the driver to wait until after the peak
period or to return later. Be aware
there is a time that the driver may not
be able to return later.
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3. What should you do if any items delivered are
damaged, expired, or do not meet quality
guidelines for temperature?

4. What should you do if an item is
missing, or if the quantity of an item
ordered does not match the amount
on the invoice?

• Refuse delivery of items and note
reason on all copies of invoice
before signing

• Inform RGM so RGM can follow up
to verify credit

• Assess needs and contact nearby
restaurants to arrange for inventory
transfer, if necessary

• Note shortage on all copies of
invoice before signing

• Verify that unit of measurement on
invoice matches the unit of
measurement on the order

• Assess needs and contact nearby
restaurant to arrange for inventory
transfer, if necessary
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Activity

7-8 Receive and Store an Order

Complete the following chart using available
information.

Question Notes

What tools and supplies are needed to
receive a delivery?

What signs indicate that items arrived in
good condition?

How do you verify labelling requirements?

• Clipboard and food-safe marking pen
• Delivery sheet and forms
• Sanitised thermometer
• MRD labels

• Cartons/bags — no damage or leakage 
• Cans — no punctures, leakage, swollen 

tops, dents
• Dairy items — use-by dates not expired
• Fresh fruits and vegetables — colour and

aroma good
• Nonfood items — packaging and 

condition to standard
Reject all items that are not
acceptable.

Check that each item has:
• Item name
• Use-by date
• Product number
• Any other markings/conditions required

Reject all items that do not meet these
requirements.
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Question Notes

How should your team prepare for a
delivery?

When can your restaurant accept
deliveries?

How should you record items?

• Use FIFO
• Have correct tools
• All storage areas tidy and organised

Store specific

Store specific as it will depend on your BOH
computer system
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Review the answers to Activities 7-7 and 7-8. Then
review the questions in the chart below. Make sure
you know the answers so you can coach or
recognise the Team Member.

Meet with a Team Member. Ask the following
questions. Provide coaching or recognition, as
needed.

Ask Get
Coaching/Recognition 
Provided to Team Member

What should you do if a
delivery driver knocks on
the back door?

How do you prepare for a
delivery?

Why is it important to store
a delivery right after you
receive it?

• Do not open the door
• Ask person to go to the 

front door
• Verify ID

• Rotate stock and mark 
stock so the oldest is used
first 

• Clean and organised 
storage areas

• Assemble tools (markers,
clipboard, sanitised 
thermometer, food-safe 
marking pen)

To make sure items maintain
correct temperature
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Activity

7-9 Practice Receiving an Order

As your Module Trainer observes:

• Receive an order with Team Members.

• Coach Team Members as needed.

Complete the following chart.

What to Look For
� if to
Standard 

Action Taken/Coaching or 
Recognition Provided

Security procedures are followed
during delivery

Items unloaded carefully

Temperature of refrigerated/frozen
items recorded at time of delivery to
standards (record 3 items)

Ingredients that are out of
temperature range are not accepted

Arriving items labelled and dated
properly

Item

1.

2.

3.

Standard
Temp

Actual 
Temp
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What to Look For
� if to
Standard 

Action Taken/Coaching or 
Recognition Provided

Items checked for signs of damage

Rejected items clearly labelled,
recorded, and returned 

Fresh ingredients put away first, then
frozen and refrigerated ingredients.
Dry items put away last.

Stock rotated so oldest is used first

Stock is stacked safely to prevent
potential injury 

Use-by date recorded on all food
items

Food-safe marking pen used for
labelling

Inventory is stored at least 
15 cm (6 in.) off the floor on
approved shelving
Amount matched to invoice

Order recorded into system
(if applicable)
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Topic Notes

What went well and what did not when
receiving an order

Events that prevented you from receiving
the delivery correctly

How you should follow up on the
coaching you provided on the items not to
standard

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

Discuss the following:
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Conduct a Daily
Critical Inventory
Count

The goal of any business is to increase sales and reduce
costs. Your restaurant receives money from selling food.
Costs are subtracted from sales. 

There are 3 kinds of costs:

• Cost of Sales (COS) — The sum of all actual food costs,
including ingredients, paper goods, and beverages. 

• Cost of Labour (COL) — Cost of all wages paid to the
team, including management, plus benefits and holiday.

• Semi-variable Costs — Costs not directly related to sales.
These include such things as cost of repairs, uniforms,
utilities, and supplies.

As Shift Leader, you manage inventory on your shift to
control food (COS) costs.
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Count Inventory Accurately

It is important to count inventory accurately so you:

• Know what you have and what you need.

• Know how well you are meeting goals.

• Can keep track of items most often used.

The inventory amount is the total of the items in storage and
prep areas. 

Use Correct Unit of Measure

Each item has a standard unit of measure. Convert items to
the standard unit of measure before you count. If your unit of
measure is not correct, you may have inventory variances.
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Calculating Variances

A variance is the difference between the
ideal amount you should have used and the
amount you actually used. A certain amount
of variance is acceptable. 

This table shows how to calculate variances based on
inventory results.

If you are using more of the ingredients than expected, you
have a problem with over-portioning, waste, or suspected
internal stock loss.

If you are using less of the ingredients, you may have a
problem with under-portioning.

Item
Beginning
Inventory

Received or
Transferred
In

Transferred
Out

Total
Available

Your
Current
Count

Total 
Used

Ideal
Usage

Variance to
Ideal

+ - = - = - =Cheese 5 10 0 15 6 9 8
1 over 
ideal 

usage
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Activity

7-10
Review Standards for Managing
Inventory

Answer the following questions.

1. What types of items should be included in a
daily critical inventory count? 

Review Champs Standard Library about:
Inventory Management
• Daily/Weekly/Periodic Control

– Daily Critical Inventory Count

Page(s) ______________________________

Financial Management
• P&L Management

– Measuring and Controlling 
Cost of Sales

Page(s) ______________________________

• Expensive items
• Items frequently used
• Products with high waste
• Items that are difficult to control
• Suspected internal stock losses
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2. How often should daily critical inventory counts
be completed?

• Minimally, key items should be
counted every day after the
restaurant closes for the night and
again in the morning before the
restaurant opens for business, to
verify the closing count

• If large product variances exist, a
daily critical inventory count may be
performed several times a day: at
opening, after the afternoon peak,
during shift change, after the
evening peak, and at closing
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Activity

7-11
Practice a Daily Critical Inventory
Count

Review the answers to Activities 7-10.

Get all the reports you need for a daily critical
inventory count.

Complete a daily critical inventory count with your
Module Trainer.

Compare actual variances to ideal usage.

Identify the causes of the variances.

Complete the chart for the most-used items 
you track.

Item
Beginning
Inventory

Received or
Transferred
In

Transferred
Out

Total
Available

Your
Current
Count

Total 
Used

Ideal
Usage

Variance to
Ideal

+ - = - = - =
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Look at the variances to ideal on your chart 
(last column).

List the items with the greatest variance.

Discuss with your Module Trainer the problems
and possible causes for variances for this
inventory.

Top Variance Items Possible Causes of Variance How to Fix Variance

Review your work in this activity. Then discuss 
the following:

Topic Notes

What you have to do to fix variances you
identified

How long it should take you to resolve
variances

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Control Waste

Waste increases restaurant costs. The Shift Leader must
control these costs.

Waste includes ingredients, products, or menu items that
must be thrown away due to: 

• Spoilage.

• Being past use-by dates.

• Expired hold times.

• Making an incorrect order.

The successful Shift Leader is aware of: 

• What causes waste. 

• How to reduce and control waste.
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Steps to Control Waste 

There are steps you can take to control waste:

• Set acceptable waste levels, as defined for your
restaurant (if applicable).

Every restaurant has some waste. The key to decreasing
costs is controlling waste to an acceptable level.

• Track all waste in the restaurant.

Tracking waste helps you judge your efforts to control
and reduce waste.

• Find and fix the causes for excess waste.
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Activity

7-12 Review Procedures to Manage Waste

Answer the following questions.

1. What steps can the Shift Leader take to correct
a waste problem?

2. Why do we track waste?

Review Champs Standard Library about:
Inventory Management
• Managing Waste

Page(s) ______________________________

• Make sure Team Members know the
correct procedures and use them

• Give Team Members feedback
• Make sure restaurant is staffed

properly; this helps avoid mistakes
• Check for proper product rotation
• Make sure sales forecast is accurate
• Follow prep plan and adjust if

needed
• Make sure that equipment is

maintained
• Avoid overreaction to product

shortages
• Remember to account for Team

Member meals and mistakes

• To learn how much usage of an
item is due to waste

• To learn the source of waste so we
can take action to reduce waste
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Activity

7-13 Manage Waste

Review the answers to Activity 7-12.

Complete the following charts with your Module
Trainer.

Question Notes

Why does a restaurant always have some
waste?

How does having too much food on hand
and making mistakes in preparation impact
costs?

What can cause high waste levels?

• Some waste is unavoidable if a
restaurant wants to have high-quality
products on hand and be ready to fill
customer orders quickly

• Mistakes are made

• They increase waste, which increases
costs

• If Team Members see an abundance of
some items, they may not watch portion
control

• Not meeting standards for receiving,
storing, handling, and preparing
products

• Not adjusting the prep plan/product
projections

At Your Restaurant . . .

How is waste tracked?

What are the guidelines for waste?

Store specific

Store specific
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At Your Restaurant . . .

What do you do with waste-tracking
information?

What are the procedures for handling
unsold items?

What items must be thrown away at the
end of the business day?

How do you label and store unsold product
that can be used?

Store specific, cover the following areas:
• Analysis
• Communicate
• Action

Store specific

Any food that has expired from its shelf life
i.e. pre-topped pizzas

Store in airtight clean container. Label with
use by date place in correct storage area
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Activity

7-14 Practice Controlling Waste

Track waste for 1 shift. Your Module Trainer will
observe.

Use the waste-tracking tool in your restaurant or
the chart below.

Complete the chart with the help of your Module
Trainer. Total the actual waste of all the items.
Then calculate the lost pounds.

Take action as directed by your Module Trainer.

Item Cause for Variance Action Taken
Actual
Waste

Cost 
of Item

Lost
Pounds

TOTALS

x =

x =

x =

x =

x =
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Topic Notes

Causes for variances

Possible follow-up actions to control waste

Feedback on your areas of opportunity

After this meeting, complete the Knowledge Quiz
and short answer test.

Discuss the following:
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Knowledge Quiz 
Answer the following questions:

1. Due to poor planning, the Manager of another restaurant
runs out of an ingredient to prepare a core menu item.
The Manager wants to borrow enough of the ingredient
from you to get through the week. If you decide to
release the inventory, you should:

a. Complete an Inventory Transfer
b. Refuse the request until you talk with your RGM or Area

Coach
c. Have the Manager pay you in cash and issue a receipt

2. A vendor just brought an order. You verify the quantity,
inspect the quality, and date the items. The proper stock
rotation procedure for storing the items is:

a. First in, last out
b. Last in, first out
c. To use the oldest product first
d. To use the oldest received, dated product

3. If a frozen item is not frozen when delivered, you would:
a. Accept the item, use it immediately, and request a

discount from the supplier
b. Reject the item and ask for immediate delivery of a

replacement item
c. Accept the item and refreeze it as long as it is not totally

thawed

Quiz
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4. You completed a daily critical inventory count and
discovered that you were short by 6 units on one of the
items. You should first:

a. Double-check the count
b. Check the order to determine how much was received

this week
c. Look for signs of Team Members mishandling inventory
d. Check to see if any inventory transfers were made but

not documented

5. If food exceeds its use-by date:
a. Let customers or Team Members eat it without paying

since it is going into the bin
b. Record it as waste, then it must go into the 

bin
c. Give it to charity
d. Put it in a labelled container and have the supplier pick it

up

Quiz continued
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1. Why is it important to conduct daily critical inventory
counts?

2. Why should you only transfer in emergency situations?

3. How will it impact the restaurant if waste is not tracked
and controlled?

Short Answer

To see what is on hand. To help
determine if there is enough product.
To help find problems with inventory
management or quality.

May impact restaurant financials; has
hidden costs; may throw off inventory.

You will not know if you have a
problem with prep plans or projections.
It is harder to identify the cause of
waste, so it is harder to resolve the
problem.
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Next Steps

Review your test answers.

Complete all unfinished activities and review the answers.

Your Module Trainer will let you know what the next steps
are to complete the Skills Assessment for certification.

Meet with your Module Trainer

Use a Recognition Sticker to recognise someone who
helped you as you were completing this module. Say what
the person did well. Say why you appreciate it.

Recognition

Things I need to work on or practice before module certification:
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Skills Assessment

Application of Knowledge
What Was Effective

How Could It Be More
Effective

Completed More
Successfully Practice

• Find and use order form

• Place order correctly 

• Verify order and delivery
date

• Match amount to invoice

• Note product temperature
and condition upon arrival

• Record order into system 

• Reject product not to
standard (if applicable)

• Identify possible causes for
product variance (at end of
shift after monitoring waste
and product preparation)

• Confirm causes of problem 

• Track waste for 1 hour

• Take action to control
waste. Give Team
Members feedback.

• Identify causes for excess
waste

Coach Team Members to…

• Store an order, including
rotation of existing stock 

• Receive an order

• Follow security procedures
during receiving

• Label and date new
inventory



Trainee Date 

Restaurant General Manager Date 

You have 
successfully completed . . . 

Congratulations

Daily

Inventory

Module 7 

Leading a

Shift
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